
" OUT FROM THE UNCLEAN INTO
THE DESTINY OF HAPPIENESS IS
WHERE YOU SHOULD BE."
Janessa J.Jordan-Rowell



Introduction of my book:

Keep going on to where god wants you to be this is my fourth journey of
Writing it had been terrific I've been having a great fun time also enjoying my poetry 
thoughts of writing hope you love this fourth project which makes me feel so tremendous 
in poetry love you as my reader and supporter thank you god bless. :). 



                                            

                       THE ENDING OF HELL AND ENTRY INTO
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Topic: The ending of drama

This argument has been the 
Energy that I hath put into this
Situation it's not happening
Anymore this is the ending of
The drama and confusing,
Constantly occurring but in my
Mind my heart has a clear beat.
Haven't spoken in a few months 
What a relief so that means that
It's finally the ending of drama.





Topic: Heaven

In heaven inside the clouds
Of extream happiness god
Is waiting at the door for
You to enter come my child
He says welcome to heaven
There's no place like home
But there's no place like heaven.





Topic: Cloud

Grey cloud above my head
Day in, day out clouds move
Like a float on a boat direction
In such speed sky diving high
In a white or dark cloud you see
The sun rainbow garden lovely
Cloud.





Topic: The beginning

Starting over is the most hardest
Part but the most easiest part but
This is just the beginning everything
Will be good on heaven and earth
After going through hell the beginning
On the road of truth.





Topic: Death in hell

Death in hell inside of the grave 
Yard deep down in the dirt as i
Shavel a hole for the body.
Delivered for dead no longer
Living but a death in hell what
A deepest grief.





Topic: Award

My prize I have won appoint
With my name on it, it has 
Been assign to me so I'm 
Currently the bread winner
Awarded for life damages
That took me from hell to 
Heaven well finally received
Entitlement award.





Topic: Regret

No harm or passion in the soul has
Been felt. But just the thought of
This current loss is it my responsibly
To have regret not it's not I'm not
Disappointed just to love to live
My life with no regret.





Topic: Stepping stone

Left right left as I walk with
Both feet on the stepping
Stone resting I'm pressing
On to cross the otherside
For bigger and better.
Moving forward thanks for
The help of this stepping
Stone.





Topic: Speaking

Speech has been spoken
With an open mouth from
Which words come out
Of expression my thoughts
Of feelings to what I would
Like to say I'm speaking an
English language.





Topic: Full of shit

Your so full of shit you
Think that your hot shit
But guess what you aint
Shit with your nonsense
And falsehoods it's just
A ridiculous term of
Being full of shit.





Topic: Get a new line

Please get a new line I've 
Been hearing it all the time
its to recognize that its 
Used on every one maintain
The behavior and take a new
Line or I will give you the 
Permission to get a new line.





Topic: There's no looking back

Made it this far and still
Alive there's no looking
Back on the past nothing
Can be rewind definitely
No fear if I turn back how
Will this look as a react
To not look back.





Topic: Millions

Money counting machine
With millions of hundreds
In most comprehensive
Inheritanted with the sum
Six zeros and commas the
Amounted units of money
Making millions.





Topic: Billions

Bath me or burial me
In billions enrich my
Lifestyle followed by
Twelve zeros measure
My length of never
Ending bank rolls of
Billions.





Topic: Super 

Super strong hold of the
Almighty super strength
How large, powerful
Superior in the mind
State above and beyond
Excessive in the amount 
Of super knowledge.





Topic: The gates

The gates of heaven and
Hell are both open they
Handed out tokens sliver
And gold one is for heaven
One is for hell I'm not talking
About the gates of a jail cell
Now repent or prevail pick
Which gates you would 
Prefer heaven or hell.





Topic: Standing

Standing at the most high top
Of the mountains peek surround
By air standing out and alone
On a upright feet individual
Having no support some how
Inspite of what through all the
Hell flowing like blood in the
Vain vessels I'm still standing
Stand up for what is right, even
If you're standing alone.





Topic: Not involve

I don't won't to be involve I have
Lost disinterest I developed my
Own self representation adjusted to
The awareness not being involve with
Bullshit finding my own personal way
Of peace no longer associated with my
Concern of being in the affair so I'm 
Not involve.





Topic: Destroy

You can't destroy a person
Only if you allow them why
On earth would you try to
Completely ruined me? I wont
Let you,you spoil and demolish
What I had planned killed the
Self-esteem I must fight to defeat
And destroy you.





Topic: Change

When changing for the better
You get to heaven and you
Reminisce back on hell it feels
Like a nightmare change become
A different person have a different
Personality becoming someone
That you thought you would never
Be replace what hurt you the passion
Of change.





Topic: Awesome

It was awesome how the love
Of affection was to get from
Hell to heaven overwhelming
Fear of a thunderstorm how
Bright the sun and clouds came
Out the sky was smiling now
How awesome was that.





Topic: Yes

Yes finally peace in the valley
You asked me the question
And I replied yes that's my
Confirmation reply accept it
Approve it yes I said it given
You the satisfaction yes.





Topic: The key

If you have the key why don't
You open me up unlock me i
Don't want to be closed what
Are you using? a key or keycard
Open the door of heaven access
Close and lock the door to hell.





Topic: Number one

Your number one on the special
List with my name on it first come
First serve the early bird always
Catches the worm I will be always
Your number one this numerology
Oneself in order ill be the one.





Topic: Bills all over me

Bills all over me when the money
Comes in the bills all over me will
Be kindly paid for so I can finally 
Get over bill collectors calling about
These amounts and fees or sending
Piece of paper money worth a specified
Amount in the mail about money owed.




